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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, we increasingly encounter the term electric vehicle (the vehicle that 

uses an electric motor as a power source). The first electric vehicle (EV) was 

manufactured in 1884. Nevertheless, the popularity of EV did not significantly increase 

until the turn of the millennium. This change is caused by various reasons such as limited 

amount of fossil fuels connected with the increasing gas prices, environmental and 

legislative vehicle emission restrictions and recent improvements in the battery and 

electric motor technologies.  

However, as the demand for EVs increases, so do the demands of customers, 

which force manufacturers to improve their vehicles. The main requirements include an 

improvement of the vehicle´s performance and an increase in the range of the car per 

single battery charge along with the charging speed. To meet these demands, the EV 

powertrains, are subject to continuous research and improvements. One of the main 

components of the powertrain, which participates on the effective usage of the electric 

energy is a gearbox. A properly designed gearbox can directly improve vehicle 

performance and lower the electric energy consumption, thus increasing the range of the 

vehicle. This presumption made this thesis, which aims to propose a multi – speed 

gearbox, possible. 

In the first part of the thesis, I describe individual components of the electric 

propulsion systems and summarize the usage of single and multi-speed gearboxes used 

in electric passenger cars currently available on the market.  

In the second, practical, part of the thesis, I first propose a powertrain layout which 

is suitable for usage of a single and multi-speed gearboxes. Subsequently, I choose the 

electric vehicle, equip it with three different types of gearbox and perform a driving 

simulation on the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Cycle in order to compare 

energy balance using one-, two- and three-speed gearbox.  

The last part includes the design procedure of the multi speed gearbox. The 

proposal process is supplemented with basic geometry and strength calculations 

necessary to ensure proper function of the gearbox. Eventually, for visualization purposes 

I create the CAD model of the gearbox focusing on the internal gear mechanism. The 

appendix of the thesis contains additional gear strength calculations as well as a 

production drawing of the gearbox output shaft and a drawing of the gearbox cross-

section.  
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THEORETICAL PART 

1.1 ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS 

The term propulsion system comprises all devices and units which are responsible 

for the transfer of power to driven wheels of the car. The electric car´s propulsion system 

contains (similarly to a vehicle with internal combustion engine) the engine (electric 

motor), shafts, gearbox and final drive / differential. The electric vehicle is entirely 

powered by electric motors. The energy, necessary for running the car, is stored in 

batteries and through the inventor it is sent to the electric motor (EM). Electrical energy 

is delivered to the batteries from the electrical power network using various types of 

chargers or by recuperation of energy during braking. From the electric motor, the power 

is transferred via shafts and optionally a clutch in some types of multi speed gearboxes, 

into the transmission. The function of this device is to reduce high engine's RPM to 

desired wheel's RPM and simultaneously to multiply the motor's torque by means of 

gears. Power is subsequently sent to the differential gear that transmits it to the wheels. 

There are various configurations of the electric vehicle propulsion system. These 

configurations are shown in Figure 1. (a) - (f). 

 

In the configuration shown on Figure 1(a), the motor is connected to driving wheels 

through the clutch, multi speed gear box and differential. Different EV configuration is 

obtained by replacing the gearbox with fixed gearing or planetary gearbox hence 

removing the clutch (weight and size of the system is reduced) as shown in Figure 1(b). 

Figure 1(c) shows the integration of motor, gearbox and differential into a single unit. 

Figure 1 – Configuration of electrical powertrain, M – electric motor, GB – multi speed 

gearbox, FG – fixed gear gearbox, D – Differential [8] 
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Figure 1(d) shows the configuration of the propulsion system with two electric motors 

and two gearboxes, which allows to omit final drive. In the layout shown in Figure 1(e, 

f) the gearboxes/electric motors are mounted inside the wheels.  

1.2 GEARBOXES 

A gearbox is a machine that uses gears and gear trains to provide conversion of 

RPM and torque between input and output units. In application in a vehicle with internal 

combustion engine, a gearbox is necessary to adapt the relatively small range of effective 

RPMs and torque to a significantly higher range of required vehicle velocity and tractive 

forces. Various gear ratios allow the operation of a combustion engine in arbitrary RPM 

regardless of vehicle velocity. Another function of a gearbox is to allow reverse drive or 

in some applications to activate parking brake when a vehicle is stationary, to prevent it 

from motion [20]. 

The purpose of a gearbox in electric vehicles is different. In contrast to the 

internal combustion engine, an electric motor can produce a maximal torque from zero 

RPMs. However, the efficiency of the EM is not constant and it varies from the speed and 

load that will be discussed in the chapter 1.3. In high RPM, the maximum torque slightly 

decreases. Due to this reason electric motor speed does not have to be adjusted as it is in 

conventional cars; thus, a multiple speed gearbox is not necessary for EV. The gearbox 

in EV provides a reduction of the relatively high RPM of electric motor to lower RPM of 

a car's wheels.  

  

1.2.1 TYPES OF TRANSMISSIONS 

Transmissions can be divided into different groups according to various criteria 

from which I chose the following three: 

According to the method of gear ratio change: 

 Shifting without power interruption - gear ratio is changed continuously 

without interruption of torque flow. The ratios can be engaged under load. For 

example: conventional automatic transmissions, dual clutch transmissions. 

 Continuously variable transmissions without power interruption – gear 

ratio shifting does not occur in steps but it differs continuously. For example 

– hydrodynamic converter, friction gears  
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 Shifting with power interruption – gear ratio is changed stepwise, torque 

flow is interrupted while gears are being engaged and disengaged. Efficiency 

is higher, able to transfer higher loads. [20] 

According to the type of individual gear engagement: 

 Manual transmissions – a driver controls gear changes via gear lever and 

clutch pedal. 

 Semi-automatic transmissions – gear change is control by a driver with help 

of an auxiliary device (hydrodynamic/pneumatic force, spring, 

electromagnetic force). 

 Automatic transmissions - gear change occurs automatically without the 

driver's intervention. It is controlled by transmission control unit, which 

evaluates riding conditions and engages optimal gear.[4] 

According to construction: 

 Gear wheel transmissions  

 Single stage countershaft transmission – torque for each gear is 

transferred via single gear pair 

 Two stage countershaft transmission - torque for each gear is 

transferred via 2 gear pairs. This arrangement contains intermediate 

shaft that carries gears but does not transfer the primary drive of the 

gearbox either in or out of the gearbox. 

 Planetary transmission – torque is transferred via epicyclic gear set 

with gears in constant mesh. Individual gears are changed by 

adjustment of speed of gear wheels, hence gear change under full load 

is possible. 

 Transmissions with electrical gears 

 Hydrostatic, friction, belt transmissions [20]  

1.2.2 TRANSMISSIONS IN ELECTRIC VEHICLE 

APPLICATIONS 

As mentioned in chapter above, electric vehicles does not require multi-gear 

transmission to satisfy the characteristics of internal combustion engine. According to 

1.2.2.1-1.2.2.3 nowadays almost every mass produced EV is equipped with single speed 

fixed gear ratio transmission, where torque is transferred via gear mesh. This layout is 

popular due to its simplicity, small dimensions and no need for clutch mechanism.  
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However latest trends indicate, that using multi-gear gearbox leads to better 

performance of electric drive in terms of top speed and range (electric energy 

consumption).[6] It is caused by the characteristics of an electric motor, which indicate 

that at high RPM the maximum torque and efficiency of the motor decreases. By engaging 

lower gear ratio, speed of the electric motor is reduced, hence torque is increased. First 

gear generates higher torque necessary during acceleration while other gears allow 

vehicle to achieve higher top speed and better efficiency. [6] 

1.2.2.1 SINGLE SPEED COUNTERSHAFT (LAYSHAFT) TRANSMISSION 

Countershaft gearbox consists of three shafts – input (driving), intermediate and 

output (driven). Torque enters the transmission via input shaft. Through first pair of gears, 

torque is transferred to the intermediate shaft and subsequently through a second pair of 

gears to the output shaft. The number of gear pairs located on the intermediate shaft 

determines the number of gears the gearbox has. All gear pairs are in constant mesh. Two 

layouts for layshaft transmissions are commonly used: [20] 

 Coaxial layshaft transmission 

Input and output shaft for this arrangement are mounted coaxially, as we 

can see from Figure 2 below. Usually the size of this configuration is compact and 

none of the dimensions is significantly higher than the other ones. Due to the 

position of gears on the layshaft, this shaft is loaded by relatively high bending 

moments. Among mass produced electric vehicles, Chevrolet Bolt EV and BMW 

i3 are equipped with this type of gearbox. [1] [21] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Coaxial layshaft transmission – Chevrolet Bolt EV [1] 
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 Parallel layshaft transmission 

 Each shaft in this configuration is mounted parallel. Axes of these shafts 

can lay in different planes to achieve a more compact size of the gearbox. 

Otherwise the length of transmission increases. Parallel layshaft transmission is 

used more than a coaxial one. Nissan Leaf, VW e – Golf, Tesla Model X and S 

are equipped with this gearbox. [2],[22] 

Figure 3– parallel layshaft transmission – Volkswagen e – Golf [2] 

1.2.2.2 SINGLE SPEED PLANETARY TRANSMISSION 

The planetary gear set consists of three main components – a sun gear, planet gears 

which are supported by the planet carrier, and a ring gear. In this system pinions 

connected by a planet carrier rotate around another gear (sun gear) in a manner similar to 

the revolution of the planets around the sun. Planetary gear set can be arranged in many 

ways to offer required parameters. 

The biggest advantage over layshaft system is that gears can be engaged under 

full load without interruption of the torque flow. However, in contemporary EV 

applications, planetary gearboxes operate as a single speed fixed gear ratio systems, thus 

the mentioned advantage is not utilized. Due to the single speed arrangement, this type of 

gearbox is less complicated and compact compared to multi – gear planetary 

transmissions.  Torque, which usually enters the transmission through the sun gear is 

transferred to several pinions. Hence, the force distribution is better than in layshaft 

transmissions, which allows to use gears with a smaller modulus. This configuration 

causes absence of radial force loads on all bearings except satellite bearings. [3][20] 
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Planetary transmissions are popular in modern electric vehicles. Car 

manufacturers prefer this configuration because of its compact dimensions and 

convenient force distribution. Electric SUVs such as Jaguar I-Pace and Audi E – TRON 

are equipped with this gearbox. The last one mentioned uses the combination of both 

planetary and spur gear. 

 

1.2.2.3 TWO SPEED TRANSMISSIONS 

Nowadays, almost every mass produced electric vehicle is equipped with a single 

speed fixed gear ratio transmission. One of the biggest benefits of these gearboxes is their 

simplicity, compact dimensions and no need for a clutch and complicated gear changing 

mechanisms. When the fixed gear ratio is designed precisely the electric motor can deliver 

satisfactory performance in terms of acceleration and top speed.  

Latest trends and research indicate that electric vehicles fitted out with multi speed 

gearboxes can improve the vehicle's performance by helping optimize both low-speed 

acceleration and top-end speed. [6] By employing multiple transmission gear ratios, the 

electric motor is able to work in an effective range of RPM, hence the overall propulsion 

system can be made to operate more efficiently throughout the vehicle operating range. 

Simulation results highlight potential increases in WLTP drive cycle range. By 

integrating the electric motor with a multi-speed transmission, the motor torque 

Figure 4 - A combination of the planetary and the spur gear transmission – Audi E – 

TRON [5] 
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requirement reduces motor volume and mass. This enables greater dimensional 

flexibility. [6] 

Among the mass production electric vehicles, there is only one that is fitted out 

with multi speed transmission – Porsche Taycan. Porsche uses two electric motors for the 

front and rear axle, thus it is equipped with 2 gearboxes. The front axle electric motor is 

paired with single speed fixed gear coaxial layshaft transmission. Rear axle gearbox 

comprises one planetary gear set and two pairs of spur gear as can be seen from Figure 5 

and Figure 6 

Figure 6 shows the actuator, which actuates two levers, connected with a dog 

clutch and a multi-plate clutch. Inside the multi-plate clutch there is a planetary gear set 

that provides the ratio for the first gear. When the first gear is engaged, the multi-plate 

clutch is open and the dog clutch is closed, with the planetary gear set yielding a first gear 

ratio. When shifting to second gear, the dog clutch opens, and the multi-plate clutch is 

 
Figure 5 - Multi speed transmission – Porsche Taycan [7] 

Figure 6 - Multi speed transmission – Porsche Taycan [7] 
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closed, blocking the planetary gear set, hence the gear ratio is changed and second gear 

is engaged. This configuration allows second gear to be shifted under full load without 

interruption of the torque flow. The second gear is engaged under full load at 60 km/h. 

[7] 

1.3 ELECTRIC MOTORS 

An electric motor is an electric machine which converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy. The function is based on the interaction between electric current in a 

wire winding and the magnetic field (electromagnetic induction). The basic classification 

of electric motors is by the power source type. The motor can be powered by direct current 

(DC) or by alternating current (AC). Nowadays, every mass produced electric vehicle is 

equipped with AC motor [23].  

There are several reasons why the popularity of electric motors increases. The 

major and the most important one is environmental friendliness connected with stricter 

emissions standards year after year. In contrast to the internal combustion engine, electric 

motor produces zero emissions such as carbon or nitrous oxides while converting 

electrical energy into mechanical energy. However, if we consider the production of 

electricity, carbon footprint depends on the type of power plant where the electric energy 

for charging of car batteries is produced. 

One of the basic features of electric motors is their capability to produce maximal 

torque from almost zero RPM. In the automotive industry this capability is highly 

beneficial in terms of acceleration, especially while driving in the city, where a vehicle is 

regularly accelerating from zero speed or in the Motorsport application when a rapid 

increase in speed is advantageous. 

Regarding the energy conversion efficiency, modern electric motors achieve 

average efficiency between 90-95%. The excess energy is dissipated as heat into the 

surroundings. When the precise determination of the efficiency for various RPM and 

torque is required, every motor has a specific characteristic including efficiency islands, 

similar to the internal combustion engines. Such characteristics can be seen in the        

Figure 7 [8] 
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1.3.1 PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is a rotating electrical machine 

supplied by alternating current. This type of motor consists of a 3 phase current winding 

that creates a magnetic field powered from the inventor (stator) and permanent magnets 

attached to the rotor (Figure 8). It is called synchronous because the rotor rotates at the 

same speed as the generated magnetic field in the stator, thus the rotation period is equal 

to the number of AC cycles.  

The single PMSM motor can be used as a propulsion motor or as a generator. The 

second feature is very useful in automotive industry applications in order to generate 

alternating current while the vehicle is not accelerating and braking. This alternating 

current is then converted to direct the current via an inverter and then stored as an energy 

in the car´s battery pack. 

Figure 8 - Permanent magnet synchronous motor [10] 

Figure 7 – Electric motor performance and efficiency [9]  
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PMSMs are widely used in the automotive industry on account of brushless 

construction that improves both efficiency in a large range of RPMs and reliability. Due 

to the permanent magnet rotor they are able to achieve high power-to-size ratio. The 

absence of the slip between the magnetic field generated in the stator and the rotor's speed 

allows to produce torque from zero RPM.  

On the other hand PMSM requires complicated control mechanism with dedicated 

control units that manage rotating speed. Due to that, acquisition and maintenance costs 

are significantly higher in contrast with AC induction motors. [11], [24] 

1.3.2 AC INDUCTION MOTORS 

An induction motor, sometimes called asynchronous motor is an electric device 

operating on alternating current. Electric current in the rotor, necessary to produce torque 

is generated by electromagnetic induction from the stator magnetic field. The name 

asynchronous is used, because the rotor does not rotate at the same speed as the generated 

magnetic field in the stator. For the induction of the rotor currents, the speed of the rotor 

itself must be lower than the speed of the stator rotating the magnetic field (synchronous 

speed). Otherwise the magnetic field would not be moving relative to the rotor conductors 

and no currents would be induced. The lower rotor's speed drops below synchronous 

speed, the more torque is created. Similarly, like the permanent magnet synchronous 

motor, single ACIM can be used as a propulsion motor and as a generator to recuperate 

energy.  

The AC induction motor is the most common motor type, used in a great variety 

of applications. Its simple brushless design makes it highly reliable and allows it to be 

manufactured at a low cost.  

Yet, the ACIM is less efficient (85-92%) than PMSM, which is partially related 

to the higher heat generation in rotor windings. Also, in order to change the speed or 

torque, it is necessary to undergo a relatively complex process (variable frequency drive), 

which is a major disadvantage in electric vehicles where frequent speed changes are a 

matter of course. Due to these reasons, the majority of car manufacturers prioritize 

permanent magnet synchronous motor in electric vehicles. Until recently, the carmaker 

Tesla, which equipped its models with the asynchronous induction electric motor, was 

one of the exceptions. However, the latest Tesla Model 3 already uses a synchronous 

motor with permanent magnets. [12], [24] 
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1.4 DETERMINATION OF VEHICLE PERFORMANCE 

Vehicle performance is the study of the motion of a vehicle. Car performance 

depends on numerous variables such as engine output, transmission, driving resistance 

and other factors. We can determine the performance of a vehicle either experimentally 

(direct measurement on a dynamometer) or by software simulation of the process. [25] 

1.4.1 MEASUREMENT ON A DYNAMOMETER 

A dynamometer is a laboratory experimental tool that measures vehicle/engine 

output performance. Using a chassis dynamometer (driving a car on the roller), output 

torque at an operating speed can be directly measured. All other variables are calculated 

based on known design. Testing takes place in laboratory conditions, hence motion 

resistance such as rolling or air resistance have to be applied to the vehicle by increasing 

the braking force of vehicle wheels. Dynamometer test beds are usually equipped with 

auxiliary measuring tools to determine, for example, car emissions or fuel consumption. 

The major benefit of a direct measurement is its accuracy and veridicality of 

results compared to the data acquired by the simulation process. Compared to simulation, 

the measuring process is considerably more time consuming and costly. The chassis 

dynamometer also has limitations in terms of maximal wheelbase, weight or top speed of 

a vehicle. [25] 

1.4.2 SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

Software simulation is the imitation of a real process using set of mathematical 

formulas and computer technology. It is experimental method, in which the real system 

is replaced by computer model. Experiments are performed on this model, subsequently 

they are evaluated, optimized and results are applied back to the real system.  

The simulation makes possible to examine all aspects of the proposed change 

without necessity to spend resources on its real world realization. The major advantage is 

possibility to change time flow that enables to thoroughly examine the selected 

phenomenon. 

1.4.2.1 GT-SUITE 

There are several simulation softwares currently available on the market. Among 

these, the GT-SUITE seems most suitable for vehicle simulations due to its user friendly 

interface and complete libraries of automotive parts. The description of developers is 

attached below: 
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„GT-SUITE is the simulation tool with capabilities and libraries aimed at a wide 

variety of applications and industries. It offers engineers functionalities ranging from fast 

concept design to detailed system or sub-system/component analyses, design 

optimization, and root cause investigation. The software offers a unique and 

comprehensive solution for modelling electrified vehicles throughout all stages of the 

vehicle design process. Advanced data and model management features allow user to 

publish libraries of components for fast and efficient vehicle architecture studies. With 

GT-SUITE’s complete transmission library and object-oriented interface, any electrified 

vehicle architecture can be built and tested for fuel economy and performance.“ [13] 

[https://www.gtisoft.com/gt-suite/gt-suite-overview/] 

1.4.3 DRIVING CYCLES 

A driving cycle is a set of specific data points that represent a vehicle's velocity 

as a function of time. The purpose of this cycle is to simulate real world driving in 

laboratory conditions, usually carried out on chassis dynamometer, in order to obtain a 

vehicle’s fuel consumption and production of emissions.  

1.4.3.1 WLTC 

The Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC) is a test executed 

on a chassis dynamometer for the determination of mean fuel/electric consumption and 

emissions and pollutants from light-duty vehicles. The WLTC cycles are part of the 

Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedures (WLTP), which is divided into 4 

different WLTC cycles according to the maximum speed – low (56.5 km/h), medium 

(76.6 km/h), high (97.4 km/h), extra high (131.3 km/h). These driving phases simulate 

urban, suburban, rural and highway scenarios of driving. The most common type of 

WLTC used for passenger cars is class 3b, dedicated to vehicles with high power – to – 

mass ratio and top speed over 120 km/h. Detailed description is depicted in Figure 9 

below. [14] 
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From 1st September 2019 all the light duty vehicles that are to be registered in the 

EU countries must undergo and meet The Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test 

Cycle. 

1.4.3.2 NEDC 

The New European Driving Cycle is type approval testing of emissions, pollutants 

and fuel/electric consumption of light duty vehicles, which is performed on a chassis 

dynamometer. It consists of four repeated ECE-15 urban driving cycles (UDC) that 

represents city driving conditions such as low engine load and low speed. After 4 ECE 

follows the extra urban driving cycle EUDC in order to simulate more aggressive, high 

speed driving conditions with maximum speed of 120km/h. NEDC was firstly introduced 

in 1970s.  

Nowadays, The New European Driving Cycle has become very outdated as 

driving styles have changed since the 1970's. Hence, WLTP cycle, which includes various 

quick accelerations and decelerations, is more accurate. [15]  

Figure 9 - WLTC cycle for class 3b vehicles [14] 

Figure 10 - ECE-15 (left), EUDC (right) [15] 
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1.4.3.3 EPA FEDERAL TEST PROCEDURE 

The EPA federal test procedure is a series of tests introduced by the US 

Environmental Protection Agency in order to measure fuel economy and emissions of 

passenger cars. The updated procedure contains four tests: city driving (FTP-75), 

highway driving (HWFET) and two supplemental tests: aggressive driving (SFTP US06) 

and optional air conditioning test. 

FTP-75 is performed on chassis dynamometer and for optimal simulation of city 

driving it includes 3 phases – cold start phase, stabilized phase and hot start phase.  

 

 The Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET) cycle is a chassis dynamometer 

driving test which is used to determine the highway fuel economy of passenger cars. The 

procedure is performed twice. The first run is preparatory and the second run is the actual 

test with measurements. [16, 17] 

 

 

Figure 11 - FTP-75 driving schedule [16] 

Figure 12 - EPA Highway fuel economy test cycle [17] 
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PRACTICAL PART 

The objective of this diploma thesis is to propose a layshaft gearbox for electric 

vehicles. The proposal will include a configuration of an electric drivetrain with a focus 

on the gearbox. Subsequently the vehicle parameters will be chosen for which simulation 

of driving on standardized driving cycle will be conducted. The aim of the simulation is 

to compare fixed gear, 2 and 3 speed gearbox in terms of their energy consumption. 

Eventually, the proposal of transmission's CAD will follow with emphasis on inner gear 

mechanism.   

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The following requirements are placed from the proposer, Ricardo s.r.o., for the 

propulsion system: 

 Small overall dimensions 

 Low weight 

 Acceleration from 0 km/h to 100km/h under 7.3 seconds 

 Top speed of 160km/h 

 Climbing 20% slope with velocity of 80 km/h 

 Electric range 250 km (WLTP measurement) 

 Lifetime of 150000 km 

 Gear change without interruption of power flow 

 Minimal safety factor SF (bending of teeth) SFmin = 1.05 

 Minimal safety factor SH (tooth pitting) SHmin = 1.05 

 Minimal transverse contact ratio εmin = 3.5 

2.2 PARAMETERS OF THE VEHICLE 

Chevrolet Bolt EV (Opel Ampera-e) (year of production 2018) was chosen as the 

vehicle for the procedure. The car has a front wheel drive and the powertrain is 

transversally mounted.  Instead of Chevrolet's original electric motor, battery pack and 

gearbox, the vehicle is equipped with components discussed in the following chapters in 

order to compare performance and energy consumption. Other technical specifications 

are listed below in Table 1. 
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2.3 POWERTRAIN CONFIGURATION 

Various types of powertrain configuration of electric vehicle were mentioned in 

chapter 1.1. The layout where the electric motor with the gearbox are mounted 

transversely in the front, as can be seen in the Figure 14, is chosen for the following 

procedure. The clutch (dual clutch mechanism) is present in vehicles with a multi speed 

gearbox only. The front axle of the vehicle is powered (FWD). 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Curb Weight [kg] 1616 

Drag Coefficient 0.3 

Frontal Area [m2] 2.22 

Tyre rolling resistance 0.01 

Dynamic tyre diameter 

[m] (225/50R16) 
0.632 

Tyre friction coefficient 1.1 

Table 1 - Chevrolet Bolt EV 

technical specifications [19] 
Figure 13 - Chevrolet Bolt EV [19] 

Figure 14 - Powertrain configuration [18] 
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The electric motor (engine) is connected via clutch to the input shaft of the 

gearbox. The pinion of the differential is located on the output shaft of the gearbox. The 

gearbox together with the differential are located in the single casing as one unit. This 

layout allows us to utilize fixed gear as well as multi speed gearboxes. Chosen 

configuration results in a space efficient packaging of whole drivetrain. Fewer powertrain 

parts such as shafts and clutches are needed, meaning it is lighter and cost-saving. 

2.4 POWER REQUIREMENTS 

2.4.1 MOTION RESISTANCE 

In order to meet proposer requirements in terms of acceleration, slope driving and 

top speed, we have to anticipate driving resistance of the vehicle, which is made up of  

 Rolling resistance FR 

 Air resistance FL 

 Gradient resistance FST 

 Acceleration resistance Fa 

2.4.1.1 ROLLING RESISTANCE 

Rolling resistance is the resistance that acts on a body of circular cross-section 

during its rolling movement on the surface (contact of a tyre with a road). Figure 15 shows 

force distribution action on a wheel during movement. Pressure distribution is 

asymmetrical, hence reaction R is located in front of the wheel axis by the amount of 

eccentricity e. [20]  

Moment equation is, then 

−𝐹𝑈 = 𝐹𝑅 =
e

𝑟𝑑𝑦𝑛
· 𝑅 · cos(𝛼) = 𝑓𝑟 · 𝐺𝑅 = 𝑓𝑟 · 𝑚 · 𝑔 ·

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼)             (1) 

GR – wheel load [N] 

TR - drive/braking torque, equal to 0 (TR = 0) 

rdyn - dynamic wheel diameter [m] 

fr - rolling resistance coefficient [-] 

–FU - circumferential force [N] 

g – Gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 

 m – mass of the vehicle [kg] 

α – road gradient [°] 

Figure 15 - The rolling 

resistance [20] 
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Considering the vehicle is moving on the asphalt surface, the rolling resistance 

coefficient fr = 0.01, then 

𝐹𝑅 = 𝑓𝑟 · 𝑚 · 𝑔 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) = 0.01 · 1616 · 9.81 = 158.53𝑁               (2) 

The traction limit of the one wheel due to the tire adhesion is calculated by: 

𝐹𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 𝑚 · 𝑔 · 1.1 · 0.25 = 1616 · 9.81 · 1.1 · 0.25 = 4359𝑁   (3) 

2.4.1.2 AIR RESISTANCE 

The air resistance acts on a body moving in gas or liquid. It always points against 

the direction of movement of the body. The air resistance is made up of internal resistance, 

surface resistance and pressure drag. Drag is calculated by [20]  

𝐹𝐿 =
𝜌

2
· 𝑐𝑤 · 𝐴𝑓 · 𝑣

2     (4) 

ρ – air density [kg/m3] 

cw – drag coefficient [-] 

Af – frontal area [m2] 

v – actual vehicle speed [m/s] 

2.4.1.3 GRADIENT RESISTANCE 

Gradient resistance acts on a vehicle when it is moving on inclined or declined 

surface. Resistance is the result of gravitational forces. It is calculated from weight acting 

at the centre of gravity. [20]  

𝐹𝑆𝑇 = 𝑚 · 𝑔 · sin(𝛼)     (5) 

sin(𝛼) ≈ tan(𝛼) =
𝑞

100
    (6) 

 q – road gradient [%]     

2.4.1.4 ACCELERATION RESISTANCE 

The final vehicle resistance is acceleration resistance, which occurs when the 

velocity of the vehicle is not a constant. The resistance to acceleration is influenced by 

two components: total mass of the vehicle and inertial mass of rotating parts during 

acceleration. The acceleration resistance is represented in a simplified form as [20] 

𝐹𝑎 = 𝑚 · 𝑎 · λ      (7) 

λ – rotation inertia coefficient, for 1st gear 1.3; for second gear 1.2; for 3rd gear 

1.1 [-] 
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2.4.1.5 TOTAL DRIVING RESISTANCE 

The traction force FT is equal to sum of all driving resistances described above 

and is defined as 

𝐹𝑇 = 𝑓𝑟 · 𝑚 · 𝑔 +
𝜌

2
· 𝑐𝑤 · 𝐴𝑓 · 𝑣

2 +𝑚 · 𝑔 · sin(𝛼) + 𝑚 · 𝑎 · λ   (8) 

For each of the three driving conditions (acceleration, top speed, slope driving), 

different tractive force to overcome driving resistances will be necessary.   

For the acceleration from 0 km/h to 100 km/h in 7.3 seconds 

𝑎 =
∆𝑣

∆𝑡
=

100/3.6

7.3
= 3.805𝑚/𝑠2    (9) 

𝐹𝑇 = 0.01 · 1616 · 9.81 +
1.225

2
· 0.3 · 2.22 · 13.92 + 0 + 1616 · 3.8 · 1.2  

= 7616𝑁      (10) 

For climbing the slope with gradient of 20 % at a speed of 80 km/h 

𝐹𝑇 = 0.01 · 1616 · 9.81 · cos(0.2) +
1.225

2
· 0.3 · 2.22 · 22.22 + 1616 · 9.81 · sin(0.2) 

= 3465.9𝑁      (11) 

 For driving at a speed of 160 km/h 

𝐹𝑇 = 0.01 · 1616 · 9.81 +
1.225

2
· 0.3 · 2.22 · 44.442 + 0 + 0 = 964.3𝑁 (12) 

2.4.2 MINUMUM ENGINE POWER  

After obtaining tractive force to overcome motion resistance, required engine 

power can be calculated using formula (13). The results for each of the three driving 

conditions are stated in Table 2 below.  

𝑃𝑒 = 𝐹𝑇 · 𝑣 · 𝜂      (13) 

η – efficiency of the drivetrain, assumed to be 0.9 [-] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Electric motor power Pe [kW] 

Acceleration 117.53 

Uphill ride 85.58 

Top speed 47.62 

Table 2 – Minimum required power of electric motor 
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According to the Table 2 above we can summarize that an electric motor with 

minimal power output of 118 kW is necessary to fulfil driving conditions. 

2.5 TRACTION MOTOR 

For the propulsion of the vehicle a three phase synchronous motor with permanent 

magnets is used due to its popularity among car manufacturers. In order to take advantage 

of the various types of transmissions, every gearbox type is paired with a different electric 

motor. The specifications of each motor were chosen in order to fulfil the vehicle's 

performance requirements given by the proposer, with respect to the calculations done in 

chapter 2.4.1. To avoid deviations caused by theoretical computations of driving 

resistances, electric motors with slightly higher power outputs were used for the following 

simulation purposes. 

By equipping a vehicle with a multi – gear gearbox less powerful traction motor 

can be used, compared to fixed gear transmission, in order to meet performance 

requirements as it was stated in chapters 1.2 and 1.3. Less powerful motor has smaller 

dimensions and weight that create significant advantage in automotive applications. In 

the Table 3 below, basic performance parameters of all three motors are listed. Motor 

performance characteristics for both peak and continuous output of 120kw engine can be 

seen in Figure 16. 

 
Fixed gear 

gearbox 

Two speed 

gearbox 

Three speed 

gearbox 

Max Peak Power [kW] 130 120 115 

Max Continuous Power [kW] 63 58 56 

Max Peak Torque [Nm] 272 252 241 

Max Continuous Torque [Nm] 113 105 100 

Max peak output duration [s] 30 30 30 

Maximal RPM [min-1] 12000 12000 12000 

Efficiency [%] 80-95% 80-95% 80-95% 

Weight [kg] 57.5 47.5 42.5 

Max supply voltage [VDC] 720 720 720 

Table 3 - Permanent magnet synchronous motors characteristics 
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2.6 TRANSMISSION 

2.6.1 GEARBOX LAYOUT 

Electric vehicle transmissions were described in detail in chapter 1.2.2. One of the 

proposer's requirements was to design a layshaft transmission with helical gears. Based 

on this requirement, 3 types of gearboxes were used for the following comparison. The 

first one is fixed gear, parallel layshaft transmission (Figure 18), with constant gear and 

final drive ratio. The second model is a two speed dual-clutch transmission with two 

synchronizers (Figure 17) that allow to change gears without interruption of the power 

flow. During the acceleration from standstill, the first gear is engaged. A sensor detects 

the engine’s RPM. Once the engine meets critical revs, the second gear is engaged via a 

clutch and synchronizer mechanism. The last one is a three speed dual-clutch 

transmission with three synchronizers (Figure 19) which works on the same principle as 

the previous gearbox.   
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Figure 16 - Engine performance characteristics 
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2.6.2 PRELIMINARY GEAR RATIOS 

In passenger vehicles, the output conversion between the driven wheels and the 

engine is obtained by the combined action of the powertrain assemblies. Total gear ratio 

it – ratio between output and input speed, of the powertrain is achieved from the ratio of 

the transmission iG and the ratio of final drive iF. The ratios have to be designed to enable 

vehicle to: 

 Reach required maximum speed 

 Operate in efficient range of engine’s RPM 

 Accelerate within required time [20] 

Figure 18 - Fixed gear parallel 

layshaft transmission Figure 17 - Two speed dual-clutch transmission 

Figure 19 - Three speed dual-clutch transmission 
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For the simulation purposes, it is not necessary to divide gear ratio between final 

drive and gearbox, hence only total gear ratio of each of the three powertrains will be 

designed.  

To propose gear ratio for the single speed fixed gear gearbox, the biggest 

limitation is the electric motor’s maximum RPM (12000 min-1). In order to meet both 

acceleration and top speed requirements, the biggest ratio that enables the vehicle to reach 

160 km/h (44.4 m/s) should be used. In this case 

𝑛𝑤 =
𝑣

𝜋∙𝑑𝑡𝑦𝑟𝑒
∙ 60 =

44.44

𝜋∙0.632
∙ 60 = 1342𝑚𝑖𝑛−1  (14) 

𝑖𝑡1
´ =

𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛𝑤
=

12000

1342
= 8.94    (15) 

ηw – wheel RPM at 160km/h [min-1] 

dtyre – dynamic diameter of tyre [m] 

𝑖𝑡1
´  – total preliminary gear ratio of single speed powertrain 

ηEmax – maximum engine RPM [min-1] 

 A different procedure has to follow for the remaining multi speed gearboxes, 

where the first gear provides the vehicle's acceleration and the other gears should be 

proposed to enable the electric motor to operate in the efficient range of RPM. In addition, 

a fixed RPM for upshifts and downshifts should be set for each gear. 

Multi speed dual clutch transmissions are paired with less powerful engines. Thus first 

gear ratio has to be higher than 8.94 to meet acceleration requirements. The second/third 

gear ratio was proposed so that the engine will operate at the highest possible efficiency 

during a highway ride at 130km/h. Engagement of the higher gear occurs when the engine 

starts operating at a high RPM, hence the efficiency is lower. A downshift happens, when 

RPM of the engine decreases below the critical value where the efficiency is not 

satisfactory. 

The proposal of preliminary gear ratios for both multispeed gearboxes includes an 

iteration process performed in the simulation software to achieve appropriate values that 

meet the conditions discussed in the beginning of this chapter. Results for each gearbox 

are listed in Table 4 below.  
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2.7 BATTERY PACK 

The energy for the traction motor is stored in lithium-ion batteries, which are 

suitable for repetitive charging and discharging. That is why this type of batteries is 

commonly used to power electric vehicles. Battery pack specifications are listed below 

in Table 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fixed gear 

gearbox 

Two speed 

gearbox 

Three speed 

gearbox 

Total gear ratio for 1st gear i´t1 8.94 12.02 14.51 

RPM for upshift to 2nd gear      [min-1] - 
7750  

(77 km/h) 

6500 

(53 km/h) 

Total gear ratio for 2nd gear i´t2 - 5.8 8.1 

RPM for downshift to 1st gear  [min-1] - 3000  3700 

RPM for upshift to 3rd gear      [min-1] - - 
6800 

(101 km/h) 

Total gear ratio for 3rd gear i´t3 - - 5.49 

RPM for downshift to 2nd gear [min-1] - - 4300 

Table 4 - Gear ratios and critical motor RPM for gear changes 

Battery type Li-ion 

Nominal voltage [V] 3.7 

Cell capacity [Ah] 37 

Number of series cells 104 

Number of parallel cells 4 

Total capacity of the storage system [kWh] 56.95 

Useful capacity of the storage system [kWh] 48.41 

Maximum charge voltage limit [V] 385 

Maximum discharge voltage limit [V] 330 

Total weight of the battery pack [kg] 400 

Table 5 – Battery pack specifications 
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2.8 SIMULATION OF DRIVING  

According to the chapter 1.4, I decided to perform a software simulation of the 

driving to acquire vehicle performance. GT – suite 2019 was used as the simulation 

software. Three virtual vehicles with the same parameters, listed in the Table 1 except of 

traction motors and gearboxes (discussed in chapters 2.5 and 2.6) were used to simulate 

the real world driving. The model of the vehicle is shown in the Figure 20. 

The aim of the simulation was to investigate if every vehicle is able to meet the 

performance requirements – acceleration from 0 km/h to 100 km/h in 7.3 seconds, top 

speed of 150 km/h, climbing 20 % slope with velocity of 80 km/h and WLTP range of 

250 km.  

In the second part of the simulation process, the focus was on electric consumption 

during driving according to the WLTP driving cycle and highway cruising at 130 km/h, 

comparison of all three vehicles, and an evaluation of the results. 

2.8.1 ACCELERATION 

The software simulates the acceleration of vehicles from standstill to 100 km/h, 

taking into account motion resistance. As can be seen in Table 6, all three vehicles meet 

the acceleration requirements. Results indicate that vehicles equipped with the multi 

speed gearboxes, even if they are powered by the less powerful motors, are able to 

Figure 20 – GT – Suite model of the vehicle 
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accelerate faster than the single speed one. It is caused by the higher first gear ratio of the 

multi speed gearboxes, which multiplies motor torque thus increasing the tractive force 

of the wheels. 

 

 

 

2.8.2 UPHILL RIDE 

The software simulation of a vehicle driving uphill on the slope of 20 % with the 

constant velocity of 80 km/h confirms the results obtained in Chapter 2.4.2. The minimum 

power required for this kind of drive is approximately 77 kW. Due to the efficiency of 

the drivetrain that assumed to be 0.9, the minimal engine power is 85 kW. Every vehicle 

is equipped with the more powerful motor than 85 kW; therefore, it meets the 

requirement.  

According to the results, different types of gearbox do not provide any advantage 

in this particular discipline. The only difference is in the energy consumption, which is 

directly connected to motor efficiency. A three speed gearbox enables the motor to 

operate in more efficient range than the other two gearboxes. However, the difference in 

energy consumption was negligible, so this phenomenon was not further investigated.  

2.8.3 TOP SPEED 

The top speed of every vehicle was obtained by the simulation of wide open 

throttle acceleration from the standstill, until the point when the vehicle is not further 

accelerating or the electric motor reaches maximal operating RPM. In this type of driving, 

when high power output for a long period of time is required, we have to take into account 

the motor's maximum peak output duration which is 30 s for each motor. After that period, 

the motor ECU limits power output to continuous values. Figure 21 shows the top speed 

of all three vehicles equipped with different types of gearboxes.  

In the first case (red line), the limitation for the top speed is the maximal RPM of 

the electric motor, that is 12000 min-1. The gear ratio of the fixed gear gearbox was 

selected with respect to the required top speed – 160 km/h. The vehicle is able to reach 

 
Fixed gear 

gearbox 

Two speed 

gearbox 

Three speed 

gearbox 

0 – 100 km/h [s] 7.3 7.26 7.16 

Table 6 – Acceleration from 0 km/h to 100 km/h 
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160 km/h and further acceleration is electronically restricted by the ECU of the electric 

motor. 

The blue line shows the top speed of the vehicle equipped with a 2 speed gearbox. 

In this case, the maximum value is limited by the peak output duration time (30 s). During 

this period of time, the vehicle accelerates up to 191 km/h. The power is then lowered to 

the continuous value and the vehicle is not able to overcome driving resistances so it starts 

to slow down. To prevent this from happening, top speed is electronically limited to 

180 km/h – velocity at which the vehicle can travel using continuous output 

characteristics of the 120 kW electric motor.   

 The green line shows the top speed of the vehicle equipped with a three speed 

gearbox. The results are similar to the previous case. The same problem with peak 

duration time occurs, so the theoretical top speed is 189 km/h, but it has to be lowered. 

The top speed is limited to 178 km/h, respecting the 115 kW motor continuous output 

characteristics. 

 

Figure 21 – Top speed 

2.8.4 SIMULATION OF HIGHWAY DRIVING 

The simulation of the highway driving consists of 217 km course, where vehicle 

cruise at 130 km/h, which will take 100 minutes. Preliminary second and third gear ratios 

were designed in order to enable motor work in the most efficient range of RPM 

especially during high speed rides.  

The consumption of electrical energy during the highway test course for every 

vehicle is listed below in the Table 7. 
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According to the energy consumption data, the most efficient is the vehicle 

equipped with the three speed gearbox. Total 3rd gear ratio of 5.49 allows the motor to 

operate with the efficiency of 94.1 %. For the comparison, the motor paired with fixed 

gear gearbox (total gear ratio 8.9) reach efficiency of 90.5 % during highway cruising.  

Results indicated that the difference between the two and three speed gearbox in 

terms of battery energy consumptions is only 0.04 kWh/100 km. From this point of view, 

the advantage of the three speed gearbox is negligible.  

 

2.8.5 SIMULATION OF THE STANDARDIZED DRIVING CYCLE 

Among driving cycles discussed in the chapter 1.4.3, WLTP driving cycle was 

chosen for the purposes of the simulation due to the fact that from 1st September 2019 all 

 
Fixed gear 

gearbox 

Two speed 

gearbox 

Three speed 

gearbox 

Energy consumption [kWh/100km] 20.63 19.85 19.81 

Total energy consumption [kWh] 48.02 46.26 46.16 

Initial state of charge (SOC) [%] 95 95 95 

Final SOC [%] 10.68 13.77 13.93 

Table 7 – Energy consumption during the highway test course 

Figure 22 – Battery SOC during highway test 
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the light duty vehicles that are to be registered in the EU countries must undergo and meet 

The Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycle. 

 The procedure consists of 15 consecutive WLTC with the total distance traveled 

of 348.9 km and the overall simulation duration of 7.5 hours. Each car meet the minimal 

required electric range of 250 km. Vehicles start with the battery state of charge (SOC) 

of 95 %. After the completion of the test, vehicles SOC should not fall below 10 %. 

Usable battery capacity was limited to 95-10 %, to enhance battery lifetime.  

Detailed results of the test procedure are listed below in Table 8.  

 

 

 
Fixed gear 

gearbox 

Two speed 

gearbox 

Three speed 

gearbox 

Energy consumption [kWh/100km] 12.02 11.86 11.80 

Total energy consumption [kWh] 45.34 44.59 44.35 

Average motor efficiency [%] 71.1 71.2 71.6 

Average motor power losses [kW] 0.84 0.73 0.71 

Initial state of charge (SOC) [%] 95 95 95 

Final SOC [%] 15.39 16.71 17.13 

Table 8 – Energy consumption during 15 consecutive WLTC 

Figure 23 – Battery SOC during 15 consecutive WLTC 
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Results indicate that vehicle equipped with the three speed gearbox achieves the 

highest motor efficiency, thus the energy consumption is the lowest among all three 

vehicles.  

2.8.6 EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS 

The simulation of various driving courses enables a direct comparison of singe, 

two and three speed gearbox paired with the 130, 120 and 115 kW electric motors. Every 

vehicle fulfills performance requirements stated in Chapter 2.1. Acceleration data confirm 

that by the equipping vehicle with the multi speed transmission, a less powerful motor 

can be utilized to achieve similar performance than the single speed gearbox vehicle.  

The advantage of the second/third gear with a lower gear ratio is that the vehicle 

can reach a higher top speed – 180 km/h instead of 160 km/h, because it is not limited by 

the motor maximal RPM but by the motor's continuous power output.  

According to the highway drive average energy consumption, the difference 

between single and two speed gearbox while traveling with the velocity of 130 km/h is 

0.78 kWh/100km. The second gear reduces average electric energy consumption by        

3.8 % on the highway. The difference in the average consumption, between two and three 

speed gearbox is only 0.04 kWh/100km. We can see that third gear provides only an 

insignificant advantage compared to the second gear in terms of electrical energy 

consumption.  

The most important measurement was the Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles 

Test Cycle. During this cycle, the energy consumption, efficiency of the motor and battery 

SOC were observed. The results indicate that the highest efficiency, thus the lowest 

average energy consumption, is achieved by an electric motor paired with the three speed 

transmission. Throughout WLTC the second gear reduces average energy consumption 

per 100 kilometers by 1.34 % and the vehicle equipped with the three speed gearbox 

reduces consumption by 1.83 %.  

Having reviewed the energy consumption data, we can summarize that adding one 

more gear to the fixed gear gearbox reduces average consumption up to 3.8 % on the 

highway. On the other hand, the use of three speed gearbox reduces consumption by only 

0.5 - 0.8 % compared to the 2 speed gearbox.  

As was stated in Chapter 1.2.2, thanks to the multi speed gearbox the vehicle can 

be powered by the electric motor with a lower power output then the motor in the single 

speed one. The less powerful motor is lighter, smaller and less expensive. According to 
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Table 3, the weight difference between 130 kW and 120 kW engines is 10 kg. In contrast 

with that, we can assume that the weight of the multi speed gearbox is higher, due to the 

necessity to use a second gear pair, dual clutch and synchronizer mechanisms. By taking 

into account the energy consumption, weight and acquisition costs, the two speed dual 

clutch gearbox is the most suitable gearbox for the chosen vehicle.    

2.9 PROPOSAL OF THE GEARBOX 

2.9.1 GEARBOX CONFIGURATION 

 After taking into account the results obtained from the simulation of the driving, 

the vehicle described in Chapter 2.2 will be equipped with the two speed dual clutch 

gearbox that will power the front axle. The gearbox configuration is shown in Figure 24 

below. 

Figure 24 – Dual clutch 2 speed gearbox 
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2.9.2 GEAR RATIOS 

During the proposal of gearbox gear ratio, the total preliminary powertrain ratio 

for both the first and the second gear stated in the 2.6.2  has to be adhered and divided 

between the gearbox ratio ig and the final drive ratio if respecting the formula below. 

𝑖𝑡 = 𝑖𝑔 ∙ 𝑖𝑓     (16) 

The vehicle is equipped with the final drive, which yields gear ratio of if  = 4.117. 

The actual gearbox ratio along with the number of teeth, listed in the Table 9, for the 

pinion (z1) and wheel (z2) can be calculated using the equation 16 and 17. 

𝑖𝑔 =
𝑧2

𝑧1
      (17) 

 
1st gear 2nd gear Final drive 

Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel 

Number of teeth z z1 = 22 z2 = 64 z3 = 32 z4 = 45 zf1 = 17 zf2 = 70 

Actual gear ratio i ig1 = 2.909 ig2 = 1.406 if = 4.117 

Total gear ratio it it1 = 11.979 it2 = 5.79 - 

 

Table 9 – Gear ratio and number of teeth of every gear pair 

2.9.3 GEAR GEOMETRY 

The gearbox is fitted with two pairs of helical gears that yield 2 gears. Located on 

the output shaft (counter shaft) is a final drive pinion paired with the final drive wheel on 

the differential assembly. A necessary condition during the proposal process was to 

choose the axial (center) distance which has to be the same for both the first speed and 

the second speed.  

2.9.3.1 INPUT PARAMETERS 

The calculation of the gear geometry was based on the input parameters, listed in 

Table 10. First, during the iteration process, the modulus and the helix angle for both gear 

pairs were chosen so that the axial distance was the same for both gear pairs. 

Subsequently, the face width of gears was proposed in order to meet safety factors and 

total contact ratio.   
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Table 10 – Input parameters 

2.9.3.2 AXIAL DISTANCES AND CORRECTIONS DISTRIBUTION 

Preliminary axial distance a is calculated using formula (18). Rounding the value 

we obtain the actual axial distance aw between each input shaft and gearbox output shaft 

(countershaft).  

𝑎 =
𝑚𝑛

2·𝑐𝑜𝑠(β)
· (𝑧1 + 𝑧2)    (18) 

Due to the differences between calculated and actual axis distances, the total 

profile shift coefficient x is introduced. It is divided between the pinion and the wheel in 

order to prevent undercutting of teeth. The total profile shift coefficient and its 

distribution are calculated using the equations (19) - (23). The results are stated in the 

Table 11. 

α𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔
𝑡𝑔α𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑠ß
     (19) 

𝛼𝑊 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝑎

𝑎𝑤
· 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑡)    (20) 

𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝛼𝑡 = 𝑡𝑔𝛼𝑡 −𝛼𝑡 ·
𝜋

180
    (21) 

𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝛼𝑊 = 𝑡𝑔𝛼𝑊 −𝛼𝑊 ·
𝜋

180
    (22) 

𝑥1 + 𝑥2 =
𝑧1+𝑧2

2·𝑡𝑔(𝛼𝑛)
· (𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝛼𝑊 − 𝑖𝑛𝑣 𝛼𝑡)  (23) 

  

 

1st speed 2nd speed Final drive 

Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel 

Normal modulus mn [mm] 1.6 1.8 2.5 

Helix angle ß [°] 30 30 30 

Face width b [mm] 24.5 23.1 26.5 25.4 37 35.3 

Normal pressure angle αn [°] 20 20 20 

Addendum clearance ca 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Relative addendum h*
a 1 1 1 
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2.9.3.3 GEAR DIMENSIONS 

Dimensions of helical gears relate to chosen input parameters. The geometry of 

gears is calculated using formulas (24) – (29) and results are listed in the Table 12. 

d =
𝑚𝑛·z

𝑐𝑜𝑠ß
      (24) 

𝑑𝑓 = 𝑑 − 2 ∙ (ℎ𝑎
∗ + 𝑐𝑎) ∙ 𝑚𝑛 + 2 ∙ 𝑥1 ∙ 𝑚𝑛  (25) 

𝑑𝑎 = 𝑑 + 2 ∙ ℎ𝑎
∗ ∙ 𝑚𝑛 + 2 ∙ 𝑥1 ∙ 𝑚𝑛   (26) 

𝑑𝑏 = d ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑡)     (27) 

𝑝𝑏𝑡 =
𝜋·𝑚𝑛·𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑡)

𝑐𝑜𝑠ß
     (28) 

𝑚𝑡 =
𝑚𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑠ß
      (29) 

 

 1st speed 2nd speed Final drive 

Preliminary axial distance  aw [mm] 79.45 80.02 125.57  

Actual axial distance a [mm] 80 80 125 

Transverse pressure angle αt [°] 22.8 22.8 22.8 

Rolling pressure angle αW [°] 23.7 22.7 22.2 

Transverse involute inv αt [-] 0.02241 0.02241 0.02241 

Rolling involute inv αW [-] 0.0254 0.0223 0.02052 

Total profile shift coefficient x1+x2 [mm] 0.354 -0.011 -0.226 

Pinion profile shift coefficient x1 [mm] 0 0 0 

Wheel profile shift coefficient x2 [mm] 0.354 -0.01 -0.226 

Table 11 – Axial distances and profile shift coefficients 

 

1st speed 2nd speed Final drive 

Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel 

Pitch circle diameter d [mm] 40.64 118.24 66.51 93.53 49.07 202.07 

Root circle diameter df [mm] 36.64 115.38 62.01 88.99 42.82 194.69 

Tip circle diameter da [mm] 43.82 122.56 70.11 97.09 54.06 205.93 

Base circle diameter db [mm] 37.47 109.01 61.31 86.23 45.24 186.29 

Trans. base pitch pbt [mm] 5.35 6.02 8.36 

Transverse modulus mt [mm] 1.85 2.08 2.89 

Table 12 – Gear dimensions 
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2.9.3.4 TOOTH CONTACT RATIO 

The tooth contact ratio is one of the most important properties which determines 

if the gear pair will be working properly. Moreover, it plays a crucial role in the noise 

production of the transmission. For the proper functioning of the gear pair, the transverse 

contact ratio εα has to be greater than 1 [20]. The proposer of thesis set the minimal value 

of the total contact ratio to be εγ ≥ 3.5. The contact ratios of all 3 gear pairs are listed in   

Table 13. 

𝜀𝛼 =
0,5∙√d𝑎

2−d𝑏
2+0,5∙√d𝑎

2−d𝑏
2−a∙𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑊)

𝑝𝑏𝑡
   (30) 

𝜀ß =
b·sin(ß)

𝜋·𝑚𝑛
      (31) 

𝜀𝛾 =  𝜀𝛼 + 𝜀ß      (32) 

 

2.9.4 DUTY CYCLE 

The creation of an optimal duty cycle of the vehicle is a paramount task for the 

estimation of component service life. Yet the task is very complex because of the diversity 

of the vehicle usage. At the beginning of the process, the service life of the passenger car 

was set to 150 000 km. The keystone of the duty cycle was the software simulation of the 

WLTC cycle that should simulate real world driving. One mentioned cycle has length of 

23.221 km, hence the car has to be able to execute approximately 6459 cycles. The total 

distance traveled with each gear engaged was determined from data on the usage of 

individual gears. The distance travelled with the engaged first gear is 76678.8 km and 

73321.2 km with the second gear.  

The next task was to estimate the average/reference transmission input torque and 

RPM. The torque usage in dependence with the RPM during one WLTC cycle for both 

first and second speed are shown in Figure 25, and Figure 26. 

 

 1st speed 2nd speed Final drive 

Transverse contact ratio εα  [-] 1.341 1.390 1.381  

Overlap contact ratio εß  [-] 2.160 2.110 2.119 

Total contact ratio εγ   [-] 3.501 3.5 3.5 

Table 13 – Tooth contact ratio 
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Figure 25 - The first gear torque usage proportional with the RPM during one WLTC 

 

Figure 26 - The second gear torque usage proportional with the RPM during one WLTC 

3 parameters are necessary for the whole duty cycle – reference torque, reference 

RPM and reference time. It proceeds by selecting 2 of the parameters and calculating the 

third. In our case, reference torque and RPM were selected and reference time was 

calculated using an equation (33) utilizing data (torque vs. RPM vs. time) acquired from 

WLTC. 

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓 = (
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)
𝑤

· (
𝑁

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓
) · 𝑡    (33) 

T – Nominal torque [Nm] 
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Tref – Reference torque [Nm] 

t  – Nominal time [h] 

tref – Reference time [h] 

N  – Nominal RPM [RPM] 

Nref  – Reference RPM [RPM] 

w – Wöhler curve exponent / Equivalent load [-] 

 – For bearings w = 3 

– For gear bending w = 8.738   

– For gear surface w = 6.611 

 Due to 3 different types of service lives, 3 duty cycles for each gear are necessary. 

In order to simulate maximal torque input, a fourth duty cycle is supplemented. The 

maximal motor torque in the highest possible RPM according to the motor performance 

map is used for the period of 3 hours. Duty cycles for each controlled parameter are listed 

in the tables 14 -17.  

 1st speed 2nd speed 

Reference RPM [RPM] 4000 4000 

Reference Torque [Nm] 100 100 

Reference time [h] 59.01 66.83 
 

Table 14 – Duty cycle for bearings 

 1st speed 2nd speed 

Reference RPM [RPM] 4000 4000 

Reference Torque [Nm] 100 100 

Reference time [h] 2.42 10.35 
 

Table 15 – Duty cycle for gear bending 

 1st speed 2nd speed 

Reference RPM [RPM] 4000 4000 

Reference Torque [Nm] 100 100 

Reference time [h] 6.63 15.49 
 

Table 16 – Duty cycle for gear surface 
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2.9.5 MATERIAL OF GEARS 

For the manufacturing of all gears, the low alloyed case hardened manganese – 

chromium steel 20MnCr5 (DIN 1.7147) that is suitable for carburizing is used. Shafts 

with built in pinions are also manufactured from the mentioned steel. The properties of 

the material after case hardening and carburizing to the hardness HRC 55 are listed in 

Table 18. 

  

 

 

 

 

2.9.6 TORQUES AND RPM OF INDIVIDUAL SHAFTS 

Torques and RPM of individual shafts are calculated using duty cycle parameters. 

Two types of loads are taken into account. Torques are calculated using formulas (34) – 

(35). Results are listed in the Table 19 and the Table 20. 

𝑀𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 · 𝑖𝑔 · 𝑛g    (34) 

𝑁𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 · 𝑖𝑔    (35) 

Mi   – Torques of individual shafts [Nm] 

Minput  – Input torque [Nm] 

Ni  – RPM of individual shafts [RPM] 

Ninput – Input RPM [RPM] 

ig  – Gear ratio [-] 

ηg  – efficiency of the gear [-], in helix gear ηg = 0.98 

 1st speed 2nd speed 

Reference RPM [RPM] 4600 4600 

Reference Torque [Nm] 250 250 

Reference time [h] 3 3 

Table 17 – Duty cycle for maximal torque input 

Young modulus E [MPa] 2.06·105 

Tensile strength Rm  [MPa] 900 

Yield strength Rp0.2 [MPa] 650 

Endurance contact limit σHlim  [MPa] 1500 

Endurance bending limit σFlim  [MPa] 460 

Table 18 – 20MnCr5 steel mechanical properties 
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2.9.7 TEETH FORCES 

Forces acting on tooth flanks are shown in the Figure 27. The magnitudes of the 

individual forces were determined by calculation from the torques acting on the individual 

shafts. Equations (36) – (38) were used for the computation of teeth forces. The results 

are listed in Table 21 and Table 22. 

𝐹𝑡 =
2∙𝑀𝑖

𝑑i
      (36) 

𝐹𝑎 = 𝐹𝑡 ∙ 𝑡𝑔(ß)    (37) 

Fr = Ft ∙
tg(α)

cos(ß)
    (38) 

 

 

 
1st speed 2nd speed 

Torque [Nm] RPM [RPM] Torque [Nm] RPM [RPM] 

1st input shaft 100 4000 Not loaded Not loaded 

2nd input shaft Not loaded Not loaded 100 4000 

Output shaft 285.08 1375 137.78 2844.44 

Final drive shaft 1150.48 333.93 556.03 690.79 

Table 19 – Shaft torques and RPM for the first duty cycle (Minput = 100 Nm, Ninput = 

4000 RPM) 

 
1st speed 2nd speed 

Torque [Nm] RPM [RPM] Torque [Nm] RPM [RPM] 

1st input shaft 250 4600 Not loaded Not loaded 

2nd input shaft Not loaded Not loaded 250 4600 

Output shaft 712.71 1581.25 344.47 3271.11 

Final drive shaft 2876.24 384.08 1390.16 794.41 

Table 20 - Shaft torques and RPM for the second duty cycle (Minput = 250 Nm, Ninput = 

4600 RPM 
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 1st gear pair 2nd gear pair 

Final drive 

1st speed 2nd speed 

Tangential force Ft [N] 4887 3007 11619 5747 

Axial force Fa [N] 2821 1736 6708 3318 

Radial force Fr [N] 2054 1263 4883 2415 

Table 21 – Tooth forces for the first duty cycle (Minput = 100 Nm, Ninput = 4000 RPM) 

  

 1st gear pair 2nd gear pair 

Final drive 

1st speed 2nd speed 

Tangential force Ft [N] 12301 7517 29547 14368 

Axial force Fa [N] 7102 4340 17058 8295 

Radial force Fr [N] 5169 3159 12417 6038 

Table 22 - Tooth forces for the second duty cycle (Minput = 250 Nm, Ninput = 4600 RPM) 

Figure 27 – Forces acting on the tooth 

flank [26] 
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2.9.8 GEAR LOAD CAPACITY 

Gear load capacity was calculated using SABR/Gear software by Ricardo s.r.o. 

according to the standard ISO 6336: 2006 with gear accuracy grade of 8. The result is a 

safety factor for tooth root bending strength as well as a safety factor for the tooth contact 

stress. ISO application factor Ka is set to be 1. Detailed data about safety factors are listed 

in Attachment 1. 

2.9.8.1 SAFETY FACTOR FOR CONTACT STRESS SH 

The load for the calculation of the contact safety factor is based on the mean 

circumferential force acting on the tooth flank. The eventual safety factor is dependent 

on the material properties of the gear and is computed using formulas below. The gear 

load was based on the duty cycle for gear surface stated in Chapter 2.9.4. The achieved 

values are listed in Table 23. 

σ𝐻 = 𝑍𝐻 ∙ 𝑍𝐸 ∙ 𝑍𝐵.𝐷 ∙ 𝑍є ∙ 𝑍β ∙ √
(𝑖+1)∙𝐹𝑡

𝑖∙𝑏𝑤∙𝑑
   (39) 

𝑆𝐻 =
σ𝐻𝑙𝑖𝑚∙𝑍𝑅 ∙𝑍𝑁𝑇 ∙𝑍𝐿∙𝑍𝑉 ∙𝑍𝑊 ∙𝑍𝑋

σ𝐻√𝑍𝐵
2∙𝐾𝐴∙𝐾𝑉 ∙𝐾𝐻α ∙𝐾𝐻β

     (40) 

 
2.9.8.2 SAFETY FACTOR FOR BENDING STRENGTH SF 

When calculating the bending safety factor we must imagine the tooth as a 

cantilevered beam, loaded by a static solitary force F acting on the tooth flank. The gear 

load was based on the duty cycle for gear bending stated in Chapter 2.9.4. The achieved 

values are calculated using equations (41) – (42) and listed in Table 24. 

𝜎𝐹 =
F𝑡∙𝐾𝐴∙𝐾𝑉∙𝐾𝐹𝛼∙𝐾𝐹𝛽

𝑏𝑤∙𝑚𝑛
∙ 𝑌𝐹𝑎 ∙ 𝑌𝑆𝑎 ∙ 𝑌𝜀 ∙ 𝑌𝛽   (41) 

𝑆𝐹 =
σ𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑚∙𝑌𝑆𝑇∙𝑌𝑁𝑇∙𝑌𝛿,𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑇∙𝑌𝑋

σ𝐹
     (42) 

 
1st gear pair 2nd gear pair 

Final drive 

1st speed 2nd speed 

pinion wheel pinion wheel pin. wh. pin. wh. 

Endurance contact 

limit σHlim [MPa] 
1500 

Contact stress σH 

[Mpa] 
1283 982 1291 1041 

Safety factor SH [N] 1.44 1.59 1.75 1.81 1.58 1.81 1.69 1.93 

Table 23 – Contact stress and safety factor for the contact stress SH  
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2.9.9 DESIGN OF SHAFTS 

2.9.9.1 SHAFT DIMENSIONS 

The preliminary dimensioning of transmission shafts is based on the magnitude of 

the applied torque and material permissible torque stress according to the formula (43) 

(for shafts without bore). However, the second input shaft has to be hollow (the first input 

shaft is located inside it) due to the coupling of both input shafts with the dual clutch. The 

bore of the hollow shaft was chosen to provide sufficient clearance for the rotating first 

input shaft as well as to support needle bearing of the mentioned shaft.  

𝑑 = √
16·𝑀𝑖

𝜋·𝜏𝐷

3
      (43) 

The proposed diameters and lengths of the shafts are shown in the figures below. 

During the proposal process, it was important to consider the bearings' inner ring 

diameters that are usually graded by 5 mm. The design of the final drive assembly was 

based on the final drive provided by Ricardo s.r.o. 

Designed shafts subsequently undergo static and dynamic strength control that is 

discussed in the following chapters.  

 
1st gear pair 2nd gear pair 

Final drive 

1st speed 2nd speed 

pinion wheel pinion wheel pin. wh. pin. wh. 

Endurance bending 

limit σFlim [MPa] 
460 

Bending stress σF 

[Mpa] 
384 370 220 242 295 302 192 197 

Safety factor SF [N] 2.74 3.41 4.07 3.87 4.03 4.78 4.83 5.65 

Table 24 - Bending stress and safety factor for the bending stress SH 

Figure 28 – The first input shaft dimensions 
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2.9.9.2 SHAFT CONFIGURATION 

In contrast with heavy industrial transmissions, individual shafts of vehicle 

transmission are not usually situated in the same plane due to the more compact 

dimensions and beneficial force distribution. The side view of the shaft configuration can 

be seen in Figure 32. 

Figure 29 – The second (holow) input shaft dimensions 

Figure 30 – Output shaft (counter shaft) dimensions 

Figure 31 – Differential assembly dimensions 
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2.9.9.3 REACTION FORCES IN BEARINGS 

The calculation of reaction forces in bearings consists of analytical computation 

of a statically determined beam in two mutually perpendicular planes. The results are 

calculated using Ricardo's SABR/Gear software.  

THE FIRST INPUT SHAFT: 

 The first input shaft is loaded with the torque Mi from the electric motor, bending 

moment from the reaction forces in bearings and by the force F1 [Fa12 (z – direction), 

Fr12 (y – direction), Ft12 (x – direction)] in the gearing as can be seen in Figure 33. The 

right ball bearing (RC) retains axial forces. The shaft is loaded by two types of loads 

according to 2 duty cycles applied – the duty cycle for bearings and the duty cycle for the 

maximal torque input. The magnitudes of the forces are calculated using the equations 

below and the results are summarized in Table 25 and Table 26. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32 – Shafts configuration 

Figure 33 – The first input shaft loads 
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Plane XZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑥 = 0:  𝑅𝐶𝑥 − 𝐹𝑡12 + 𝑅𝐵𝑥 + 𝑅𝐴𝑥 = 0   (44) 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑧 = 0:  𝑅𝐶𝑧 = 𝐹𝑎12     (45) 

∑𝑀𝐶𝑦 = 0:  𝑅𝐴𝑥 ∙ (𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3) + 𝑅𝐵𝑥 ∙ (𝑎2 + 𝑎3) + 𝐹𝑎12 ∙
𝑑1

2
− 𝐹𝑡12 ∙ 𝑎3 = 0      (46) 

∑𝑀𝐵𝑦 = 0 :𝑅𝐴𝑥 ∙ 𝑎1 − 𝑅𝐶𝑥 ∙ (𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3) + 𝐹𝑎12 ∙
𝑑1

2
+ 𝐹𝑡12 ∙ (𝑎2 + 𝑎3) = 0      (47) 

 

Plane YZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑦 = 0:  𝑅𝐶𝑦 − 𝐹𝑟12 + 𝑅𝐵𝑦 + 𝑅𝐴𝑦 = 0   (48) 

∑𝑀𝐶𝑥 = 0:    𝑅𝐴𝑦 ∙ (𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3) + 𝑅𝐵𝑦 ∙ (𝑎2 + 𝑎3) + 𝐹𝑎12 ∙
𝑑1

2
− 𝐹𝑟12 ∙ 𝑎3 = 0     (49) 

∑𝑀𝐵𝑥 = 0 :𝑅𝐴𝑦 ∙ 𝑎1 − 𝑅𝐶𝑦 ∙ (𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3) + 𝐹𝑎12 ∙
𝑑1

2
+ 𝐹𝑟12 ∙ (𝑎2 + 𝑎3) = 0      (50)      

RAx [N] RAy [N] RAz [N] RBx [N] RBy [N] RBz [N] RCx [N] RCy [N] RCz [N] 

-160 -53 0 -1126 -89 0 -3660 2290 -2841 
 

Table 25 – Reaction forces in the first input shaft bearings according to the duty cycle 

for bearings 

RAx [N] RAy [N] RAz [N] RBx [N] RBy [N] RBz [N] RCx [N] RCy [N] RCz [N] 

-196 -125 0 -3200 -350 0 -8821 5844 -7102 
 

Table 26 - Reaction forces in the first input shaft bearings according to the duty cycle of 

the maximal torque input 

 

THE SECOND INPUT SHAFT: 

When the second gear is engaged the second input shaft is loaded with the torque 

Mi generated in the gearing, bending moment from the reaction forces in bearings and by 

the force F2 (Fa34, Fr34, Ft34) in the gearing as can be seen in Figure 34. In contrast with 

the first input shaft – the second (hollow) one retains forces from the needle bearings 

when the first gear is engaged as can be seen in Figure 35. The left ball bearing retains 

axial forces. The small amount of load is also transferred to the needle bearings located 

on the first input shaft. The shaft is loaded with 4 types of loads (the first and the second 

gear) according to 2 duty cycles applied – the duty cycle for the bearings and the duty 

cycle of the maximal torque input. The magnitudes of the forces are calculated using 

equations (51) - (63) and the results are summarized in the tables below. 
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Plane XZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑥 = 0:  𝑅𝐷𝑥 − 𝐹𝑡34 + 𝑅𝐸𝑥 + 𝑅𝐺𝑥 − 𝑅𝐹𝑥 = 0   (51) 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑧 = 0:  𝑅𝐷𝑧 = 𝐹𝑎34     (52) 

∑𝑀𝐷𝑦 = 0:  −𝑅𝐹𝑥 ∙ 𝑏1 + 𝐹𝑡34 ∙ 𝑏2 + 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑3

2
− (𝑅𝐺𝑥 + 𝑅𝐸𝑥) ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2) = 0      (53) 

∑𝑀𝐸/𝐺𝑦 = 0 :−𝑅𝐹𝑥 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1) − 𝑅𝐷𝑥 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2) + 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑3

2
− 𝐹𝑡12 ∙ 𝑏3 = 0(54)    

∑𝑀𝐹𝑦 = 0:  −𝑅𝐷𝑥 ∙ 𝑏1 + 𝐹𝑡34 ∙ (𝑏2 + 𝑏1) + 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑3

2
−

(𝑅𝐺𝑥 + 𝑅𝐸𝑥) ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1) = 0          (55) 

Plane YZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑦 = 0:  −𝑅𝐹𝑦 − 𝐹𝑟34 + 𝑅𝐷𝑦 + 𝑅𝐺𝑦 + 𝑅𝐸𝑦 = 0   (56) 

∑𝑀𝐷𝑥 = 0:    −𝑅𝐹𝑦 ∙ 𝑏1 − (𝑅𝐺𝑥 + 𝑅𝐸𝑥) ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2) + 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑3

2
+ 𝐹𝑟34 ∙ 𝑏2 = 0         (57) 

∑𝑀𝐸/𝐺𝑥 = 0 :−𝑅𝐹𝑦 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1) + 𝑅𝐷𝑦 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2) + 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑3

2
+ 𝐹𝑟34 ∙ 𝑏3 = 0 (58)     

∑𝑀𝐹𝑥 = 0:  −𝑅𝐷𝑦 ∙ 𝑏1 + 𝐹𝑟34 ∙ (𝑏2 + 𝑏1) + 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑3

2
−

(𝑅𝐺𝑥 + 𝑅𝐸𝑥) ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1) = 0         (59) 

  

Figure 34 - The second input shaft loads during second gear 
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Table 28 - Reaction forces in the second input shaft bearings according to the duty 

cycle of the maximal torque input, when the second gear is engaged 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Plane XZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑥 = 0:  𝑅𝐴𝑥 − 𝑅𝐷𝑥 − 𝑅𝐸𝑥 + 𝑅𝐵𝑥 = 0   (60) 

∑𝑀𝐸𝑦 = 0:  𝑅𝐴𝑥 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1)𝑅𝐴𝑥 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1) = 0      (61) 

Plane YZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑦 = 0:  𝑅𝐴𝑦 − 𝑅𝐷𝑦 + 𝑅𝐵𝑦 − 𝑅𝐸𝑦 = 0   (62) 

RDx [N] -1856 

RDy [N] 109 

RDz [N] -1736 

REx [N] -1152 

REy [N] 1153 

REz [N] 0 

RFx [N] 0 

RFy [N] 0 

RFz [N] 0 

RGx [N] 0 

RGy [N] 0 

RGz [N] 0 

Table 27 – Reaction forces in the second input shaft bearings according to the duty cycle 

for bearings, when the second gear is engaged 

RDx [N] -4596 

RDy [N] 314 

RDz [N] -4340 

REx [N] -2894 

REy [N] 2803 

REz [N] 0 

RFx [N] 18 

RFy [N] -23 

RFz [N] 0 

RGx [N] -47 

RGy [N] 60 

RGz [N] 0 

Figure 35 - The second input shaft loads during first gear 
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∑𝑀𝐸𝑥 = 0:   𝑅𝐴𝑦 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2 + 𝑏1) − 𝑅𝐴𝑥 ∙ (𝑏3 + 𝑏2) = 0         (63) 

 
 

 

Table 29 – Reaction forces in the second input shaft bearings according to the duty 

cycle for bearings, when the first gear is engaged 

  

 

THE OUTPUT SHAFT (COUNTERSHAFT) 

The output shaft is loaded with the torque Mi from the gearing, bending moment 

from the reaction forces in bearings and by gear forces F1 (Fa12, Fr12, Ft12) – the first 

gear pair, F2 (Fa34, Fr34, Ft34) – the second gear pair and F3 (F3x, F3y, F3z)  - final 

drive as can be seen in the Figure 36. Both wheels have right handed helix. The final drive 

pinion has left helix hand in order to minimalize axial load in the right ball bearing. The 

shaft is loaded with four types of loads according to 2 duty cycles applied – the duty cycle 

for the bearings and the duty cycle for the maximal torque input. Magnitudes of the forces 

are calculated using equations (67) - (76) and the results are summarized in the tables 

below. 

In the beginning of the calculations, it is important to take into account that the 

differential assembly does not lay on the plane ZY, but it is offset in the direction of the 

RDx [N] RDy [N] RDz [N] REx [N] REy [N] REz [N] 

-240 -77 0 -1046 -65 0 

Table 30- Reaction forces in the second input shaft bearings according to the duty cycle 

of the maximal torque input, when the first gear is engaged 

 -  

RDx [N] RDy [N] RDz [N] REx [N] REy [N] REz [N] 

10 -77 0 -1046 -65 0 

Figure 36 - Output shaft loads. First gear engaged (left), Second gear engaged (right). 
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x axis. Due to that reason, tooth contact between the pinion and the wheel occurs in the 

plane of offset from the plane XY by the angle φ = 4° according to the Figure 32. Hence, 

we cannot assume that Faxial acts in the z direction, Fradial acts in y direction and Ftangential 

acts in x direction as in the previous cases. For the determination of individual forces, 

equations (64)-(71) are used. 

𝐹3𝑥 = 𝐹𝑟56 ∙ cos(φ) − 𝐹𝑡56 ∙ sin(φ)   (64) 

𝐹3𝑦 = 𝐹𝑡56 ∙ cos(φ) + 𝐹𝑟56 ∙ sin(φ)    (65) 

𝐹3𝑧 = 𝐹𝑎56       (66) 

The first gear engaged: 

Plane XZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑥 = 0:  −𝑅𝐻𝑥 + 𝐹3𝑥 − 𝐹𝑡12 + 𝑅𝐼𝑥 = 0   (67) 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑧 = 0:  𝑅𝐼𝑧 + 𝐹𝑎12 − 𝐹3𝑧 = 0    (68) 

∑𝑀𝐼𝑦 = 0: −𝑅𝐻𝑥 ∙ (𝑐1 + 𝑐2 + 𝑐3 + 𝑐4) − 𝐹3𝑧 ∙
𝑑5

2
+ 𝐹3𝑥 ∙ (𝑐3 + 𝑐4)−𝐹𝑡12 ∙ 𝑐4 −

𝐹𝑎12 ∙
𝑑2

2
= 0          (69) 

Plane YZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑦 = 0:  𝑅𝐻𝑦 − 𝐹3𝑦 + 𝐹𝑟12 + 𝑅𝐼𝑦 = 0   (70) 

∑𝑀𝐼𝑥 = 0: 𝑅𝐻𝑦 ∙ (𝑐1 + 𝑐2 + 𝑐3 + 𝑐4) + 𝐹3𝑧 ∙
𝑑5

2
− 𝐹3𝑦 ∙ (𝑐3 + 𝑐4)+𝐹𝑟12 ∙ 𝑐4 −

𝐹𝑎12 ∙
𝑑2

2
= 0             (71) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second gear engaged: 

Plane XZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑥 = 0:  +𝑅𝐻𝑥 + 𝐹3𝑥 − 𝐹𝑡34 − 𝑅𝐼𝑥 = 0   (72) 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑧 = 0:  𝑅𝐼𝑧 + 𝐹𝑎34 − 𝐹3𝑧 = 0    (73) 

RHx [N] RHy [N] RHz [N] RIx [N] RIy [N] RIz [N] 

-368 5280 0 1239 4789 -4005 

Table 31- Reaction forces in the output shaft bearings according to the duty cycle for 

bearings, when the first gear is engaged 

RHx [N] RHy [N] RHz [N] RIx [N] RIy [N] RIz [N] 

-947 13033 0 3125 12141 -10010 

Table 32- Reaction forces in the output shaft bearings according to the duty cycle of the 

maximal torque input, when the first gear is engaged 
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∑𝑀𝐼𝑦 = 0: 𝑅𝐻𝑥 ∙ (𝑐1 + 𝑐2 + 𝑐3 + 𝑐4) − 𝐹3𝑧 ∙
𝑑5

2
+ 𝐹3𝑥 ∙ (𝑐3 + 𝑐4)−𝐹𝑡34 ∙ (𝑐2 + 𝑐3 +

𝑐4) − 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑4

2
= 0          (74) 

Plane YZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑦 = 0:  𝑅𝐻𝑦 − 𝐹3𝑦 + 𝐹𝑟34 + 𝑅𝐼𝑦 = 0   (75) 

∑𝑀𝐼𝑥 = 0: 𝑅𝐻𝑦 ∙ (𝑐1 + 𝑐2 + 𝑐3 + 𝑐4) + 𝐹3𝑧 ∙
𝑑5

2
− 𝐹3𝑦 ∙ (𝑐3 + 𝑐4)+𝐹𝑟34 ∙ (𝑐2 + 𝑐3 +

𝑐4) − 𝐹𝑎34 ∙
𝑑4

2
= 0             (76) 

 

 

 

 

 

FINAL DRIVE SHAFT: 

The final drive shaft is loaded with the torque Mi from the gear mesh, bending 

moment from the reaction forces in bearings and by gear force F3 (F3x, F3y, F3z) in 

accordance with equations (64) - (66). The right ball bearing (RK) retains axial forces. 

The shaft is loaded with two types of loads according to 2 duty cycles applied – the duty 

cycle for the bearings and the duty cycle of the maximal torque input. Magnitudes of the 

forces are calculated using equations below and the results are summarized in Table 35. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RHx [N] RHy [N] RHz [N] RIx [N] RIy [N] RIz [N] 

1891 1721 0 -824 2923 -1573 

Table 33 - Reaction forces in the output shaft bearings according to the duty cycle for 

bearings, when the second gear is engaged 

RHx [N] RHy [N] RHz [N] RIx [N] RIy [N] RIz [N] 

1891 1721 0 -824 2923 -1573 

Table 34 - Reaction forces in the output shaft bearings according to the duty cycle of 

the maximal torque input, when the second gear is engaged 

Figure 37 – Final drive shaft loads 
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Plane XZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑥 = 0:  𝑅𝐽𝑥 − 𝐹3𝑥 − 𝑅𝐾𝑥 = 0   (77) 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑧 = 0:  𝑅𝐾𝑧 − 𝐹3𝑧 = 0    (78) 

∑𝑀𝐾𝑦 = 0: 𝑅𝐽𝑥 ∙ (𝑒1 + 𝑒2) − 𝐹3𝑧 ∙
𝑑6

2
+ 𝐹3𝑥 ∙ 𝑒2 = 0   (79) 

Plane YZ: 

∑𝐹𝑖𝑦 = 0:  −𝑅𝐽𝑦 + 𝐹3𝑦 − 𝑅𝐾𝑦 = 0   (80) 

∑𝑀𝐾𝑥 = 0: −𝑅𝐽𝑦 ∙ (𝑒1 + 𝑒2) − 𝐹3𝑧 ∙
𝑑6

2
+ 𝐹3𝑦 ∙ 𝑒2 = 0       (81) 

 

Table 35 - Reaction forces in the final drive shaft bearings 

2.9.9.4 SHAFT STRENGTH CONTROL 

Loads acting on the individual shafts were described in the chapter above. Shaft 

strength control consists of the comparison of calculated stress values σred with the highest 

recommended stress value to prevent shafts from undesirable deflection (subsequent gear 

misalignment) σD = 500MPa. Ricardo´s SABR/Gear software was used for the 

calculation of shaft stress. Each shaft was controlled by two criteria for the ductile 

material - von Mises yield criterion (82) and Tresca yield criterion (83). The duty cycle 

of the maximal torque input was used. Shaft stress concentrations are shown in the figures 

below.  

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
=

√2

2
∙ √(𝜎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑦)

2
+ (𝜎𝑦 − 𝜎𝑧)

2
+ (𝜎𝑧 − 𝜎𝑥)

2 + 6 ∙ 𝜏𝑥
2 ∙ 𝜏𝑦

2 ∙ 𝜏𝑧
2 (82) 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 =𝜎1 − 𝜎3 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛     (83) 

  

 RJx [N] RJy [N] RJz [N] RKx [N] RKy [N] RKz [N] 

1st gear bearings 7473 -10170 0 -3757 -2047 6846 

1st gear max. torque 18528 -25491 0 -8490 -5052 17112 

2nd gear bearings 3632 -4906 0 -1691 -1000 3309 

2nd gear max. torque 9017 -12298 0 -4164 -2467 8272 
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THE FIRST INPUT SHAFT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to Figure 38, the highest stress concentration is located between the 

pinion and the middle needle bearing, where the shaft diameter is changing. Peak stress 

values are: 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑1𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
= 378𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 291𝑀𝑃𝑎 

The first input shaft stress, when the first gear is engaged is within the limit of the 

material. The safety factor of the shaft following the more strict – von Mises strength 

criterion is SMises = 1.32. 

  

Figure 38 - Stress in the first input shaft. Tresca criterion above, Von Mises criterion 

below. 
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THE SECOND INPUT SHAFT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure above shows that the highest stress concentration lays on the right side 

of the left ball bearing. Peak stress values are: 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑2𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
= 174𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑2𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 141𝑀𝑃𝑎 

The second input shaft stress, when the second gear is engaged is within the limit 

of the material. The safety factor of the shaft SMises = 2.87 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 39 - Stress in the second input shaft. Tresca criterion above, Von Mises 

criterion below. 
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THE OUTPUT SHAFT (COUNTERSHAFT): 

 

Figure 40 -  Stress in the output shaft. the first gear engaged. Tresca criterion (left),  

Von Mises criterion (right). 

 

Figure 41 - Stress in the output shaft. the second gear engaged. Tresca criterion (left),  

Von Mises criterion (right). 

According to the figures above, the highest stress concentration is located between 

the second gear wheel and the final drive pinion. Peak stress values for the first gear are: 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑3𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
= 288𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑3𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 288𝑀𝑃𝑎 

And for the second gear: 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑3𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
= 275𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑3𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 264𝑀𝑃𝑎 

The output shaft stress is within the limit of the material yield strength. The 

minimal safety factor (for the first gear) following the more strict - von Mises strength 

criterion is SMises = 1.74  
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FINAL DRIVE SHAFT: 

The figures above show that the highest stress concentration lays on the left side 

of the right ball bearing.

 

Figure 42 - Stress in the final drive shaft. The first gear engaged. Tresca criterion (left),  

Von Mises criterion (right). 

 

Figure 43 - Stress in the final drive shaft. The first gear engaged. Tresca criterion (left),  

Von Mises criterion (right). 

 Peak stress values for the first gear are: 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑4𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
= 401𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑4𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 271𝑀𝑃𝑎 

And for the second gear:  

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑4𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠
= 194𝑀𝑃𝑎 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑑4𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 130𝑀𝑃𝑎 

The final drive shaft stress is within the limit of the material yield strength. Safety factor 

SMises = 1.25.  
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2.9.10 BEARINGS CALCULATION 

2.9.10.1 CHOICE OF BEARINGS 

Gearbox and final drive shafts as well as the second gear pinion and the first gear 

wheel are rotating in bearings. For this purpose, the roller, ball and needle bearing from 

the SKF were used due to its common utilization in this kind of application. The chosen 

bearings are listed in Table 36 below. The letters in the brackets assign bearings to shaft 

reaction forces calculated in the 2.9.9.3. 

 Left Bearing Middle bearing Right Bearing Gear bearing 

1st input shaft 
HK 2210 (A) 

(needle) 

HK 2210 (B) 

(needle) 

6305ETN9 (C) 

(ball) 
- 

2nd input shaft 
6007 (D) 

(ball) 
- 

61907 (E) 

(ball) 

K43x48x27 

(needle) 

Output shaft 
NJ206 (H) 

(roller) 
- 

SKF_306 (I) 

(ball) 

K35x40x27 

(needle) 

Final drive 
NU1011ECP 

(J) (roller) 
- 

6011 (K) 

(ball) 
- 

Table 36 - Bearings 

2.9.10.2 BEARINGS CONTROL 

Each bearing is controlled considering a combination of duty cycle for bearings 

and duty cycle of maximal torque input with the parameters shown in Table 14 and Table 

17 in accordance with the standard - ISO 281. Calculations of bearing life are based on 

the dynamic equivalent bearing load, which includes radial and axial load and it is given 

by the formula (85)[27].  

𝐹𝑅 = √𝐴𝑥
2 + 𝐴𝑦

2          (84) 

𝑃 = 𝑋 ∙ 𝐹𝑅 + 𝑌 ∙ 𝐹𝐴          (85) 

Where X is a dynamic radial load factor and Y is a dynamic axial load factor, which are 

given by the manufacturer of bearings. Subsequently the rating life L10 - bearing life in 

millions of revolutions for 90 % reliability and L10h – bearing life in hours for 90 % 

reliability is determined, using equations below.. 

𝐿10 = (
𝐶𝑑

𝑃
)
𝑝

                (86) 

𝐿10ℎ = (
𝐶𝑑

𝑃
)
𝑝

∙
106

60∙𝑛
         (87) 

Cd – Dynamic capacity of the bearing [N] 
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p – Bearing coefficient, ball bearings p = 3, roller/needle bearings p = 10/3 

n – RPM of the shaft [RPM] 

The real operating conditions are included in the modified rating life equation, where a1 

is a life adjustment factor for reliability, aSKF is SKF modification factor and aL is a life 

adjustment factor for the lubrication – given by the manufacturer of bearings [27]. 

𝐿10𝑚ℎ = 𝑎1 ∙ 𝑎𝑆𝐾𝐹 ∙ 𝑎𝐿 ∙ 𝐿10ℎ    (88) 

Bearing life of individual bearings is listed in the table below, where P1 is dynamic 

equivalent bearing load during duty cycle for bearings and P2 is dynamic equivalent 

bearing load during duty cycle of maximal torque input. Gear support bearings are 

controlled statically against maximal static load. Eventual bearing life is a combination 

of both duty cycles and it is obtained using Ricardo s.r.o. SABR/Gear software.   

 P1 [N] P2[N] Cd [N] L10 [mil rev] L10h [h] L10mh [h] 

HK 2210 left 169 232 7200 173337 722240 452824 

HK 2210 middle 1129 3219 7200 369.6 1540.5 305.8 

6305 ETN9 5966 13129 26000 205.8 857.5 343.8 

6007 1st gear 252 353 
16800 331.9 1383 780.1 

6007 2nd gear 3225 6979 

61907 1st gear 1048 3105 
10800 402 1675 1046 

61907 2nd gear 1629 4029 

K43x48x27 Max load = 13344 N  Calculated Safety Factor = 4.46 

NJ206 1st gear 5293 13068 
23500 867.8 3616 570 

NJ206 2nd gear 2557 6355 

SKF 306 1st gear 7853 17225 
29700 301 1255 318.6 

SKF 306 2nd gear 4196 9306 

K35x40x27 Max load = 8155 N Calculated Safety Factor = 9.62 

NU1011 1st gear 12621 31516 
57200 3636 15153 1857 

NU1011 2nd gear 6104 15250 

6011 1st gear 9462 22644 
29600 629 2621 370.9 

6011 2nd gear 5310 11156 

Table 37 - Bearing life 

All used bearings met the required service life given by duty cycles discussed in 

the previous chapter 2.9.4. 
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2.9.11 SPLINE CALCULATION 

Involute spline was chosen for the connection of following components:  

- second synchronizer hub with the second input shaft,  

- the second gear wheel with the output shaft,  

- the first synchronizer hub with the output shaft,  

- the inner clutch with the second input shaft 

- the outer clutch with the first input shaft 

The minimal active length l´ of the spline was determined using permissible 

pressure acting on the tooth flank pd = 120 MPa and equation (89). Calculated values are 

listed in the Table 38. 

𝑙´ >
𝑀𝑘

0.5∙𝑚2∙𝑧2∙𝜓∙𝑝𝑑
     (89) 

m – Modulus [mm] 

z – Number of teeth [-] 

ψ – Correction coefficient [-] 

 Outer clutch Inner clutch 2nd synchro 1st synchro 1st wheel 

Spline 

sign 

22x0.8x8f 

CSN 014952 

35x0.8x8f 

CSN 014952 

40x1x8f CSN 

014952 

40x1x8f 

CSN 014952 

35x1x8f 

CSN 014952 

m [mm] 0.8 0.8 1 1 1 

z [-] 26 42 38 38 34 

ψ [-] 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 

l´ [mm] 11.33 4.34 3.39 9.78 12.22 

l [mm] 20.5 10 13 14.1 18.4 
 

Table 38 - Spline dimensions 

After the design of the spline, the static strength control is performed. The Results 

are compared with the maximal allowable stress values. The tooth of the spline is loaded 

by:  

- the bending moment which produces bending stress σ, σD = 650 MPa  (90) 

- the shear force that produces shear stress τ, τD = 0.6σD = 390 MPa  (91) 

- The pressure acting on the tooth flank p, pd = 200 MPa (92) 

𝜎 =
12∙𝑀𝑘∙ℎ

0.5∙𝑚∙𝑙∙𝑧2∙(2.17∙𝑚)2
≤ 𝜎𝐷     (90) 

𝜏 =
3∙𝑀𝑘

0.5∙𝑚∙𝑙∙𝑧2∙2.17∙𝑚
≤ 𝜏𝐷    (91) 
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𝑝 =
2∙𝑀𝑘

0.5∙𝑚2∙𝜓∙𝑧2∙𝑙
≤ 𝑝𝐷      (92) 

For the spline strength control two load cases were applied. The first one is a 

“shock load”, during which the maximal input torque of the motor is multiplied 1.5 times 

(coefficient for the dual clutch transmissions) in order to simulate eventual shock torque. 

The second one is reference duty cycle (Table 14) with the input torque of 100 Nm. To 

simulate the real life conditions, only 60 % of teeth transfer the torque in this case. The 

results are listed in the table below. 
 

 

Table 39 – Static strength control of the spline 

All the splines used for the transfer of torque in the gearbox did not exceed stress 

limitations of the material.  

2.9.12 GEARSHIFTING MECHANISM 

In accordance with Figure 24, the gear change is performed by means of the radial 

dual clutch connected to the both input shafts and two single cone synchronizer packs 

connected to the first gear wheel and the second gear pinion. Due to this arrangement, the 

gear change occurs without the interruption of the power flow. The RPM of the motor for 

the upshift and the downshift that can be seen in Table 4, are fixed and chosen with regard 

to the optimal vehicle performance. 

2.9.12.1 DUAL CLUTCH 

For the connection of the motor output shaft and the transmission input shafts, the 

wet radially arranged dual clutch was utilized (Figure 44). The inner plate carrier of the 

inner clutch is connected to the second (hollow) input shaft. The inner plate carrier of the 

output clutch is connected to the first input shaft.  

 
Outer 

clutch 

Inner 

clutch 
2nd synchro 1st synchro 1st wheel 

σshock [MPa] 484.87 406.77 229.08 486.84 582.51 

σreg [MPa] 359.16 301.31 169.69 360.62 431.49 

τshock [MPa] 151.16 98.16 55.23 146.73 140.45 

τreg  [MPa] 86.6 72.71 40.91 108.69 104.04 

pshock [MPa] 198.97 167.07 94.01 199.54 198.73 

preg [MPa] 147.39 123.76 69.64 180.98 177.07 
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2.9.12.2 DESIGN OF SYNCHRONIZERS 

The function of synchronizer mechanism is to connect the desired idler gear with 

needle roller bearings with the gearbox shaft. The designed gearbox is equipped with two 

single cone synchronizer packs. The first pack is attached to the gearbox output shaft and 

it is engaging the first gear as can be seen in Figure 45 right. The second pack is attached 

to the second input shaft and its function is to engage second gear (Figure 45 left). 

 

Figure 44 - 1 Inner plate carrier of the outer clutch C1; 2 outer plate carrier of the 

outer clutch C1;3 inner plate carrier of the inner clutch C2; 4 outer plate carrier of the 

inner clutch C2; 5 piston; 6 compression spring; 7 input hub; 8 main hub; 9 sealing 

ring; 10 driving plate [20] 

Figure 45 – 2nd synchronizer pack (left), 1st synchronizer pack (right) 
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Requirements for the synchronizer packs included maximal shifting force 

F = 500 N and maximal synchronization time t = 0.3 s. The first proposal of the 

synchronizer dimensions was based on the required friction torque TR according to the 

equation (93). Dimensions of the synchronizers are listed in the Table 40.  

𝑇𝑅 = 𝑗 ∙ 𝐹 ∙
𝑑∙µ

2∙sin𝛼
     (93) 

 j – Number of friction surfaces - 1 [-] 

d – Cone effective (mean) diameter [mm] 

µ - coefficient of dynamic friction [-] 

α – cone angle [°] 

 1st synchronizer pack 2nd synchronizer pack 

d [mm] 68 57 

µ [-] 0.13 0.13 

α [°] 6.3 6.3 

dspline [mm] 77 67 
 

Table 40 – Basic synchronizer dimensions 

Three shift cases can occur during gearbox operation: 

- Shift from the “neutral” to first gear 

- Shift from the first gear to the second gear 

- Shift from the second gear to the first gear 

The synchronization time of the proposed synchronizers, for the individual shifts 

was calculated from the shifting force using Ricardo SABR/Gear software and it is 

shown in the table below. 

 Neutral to 1st 1st to 2nd 2nd to 1st 

tsyn [s] 0 0.062 0.291 
 

Table 41 – Synchronization time 
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2.9.13 DESIGN OF THE TRANSMISSION 

After a series of calculation stated in previous chapters, the CAD model of the 

transmission was created using Catia V5 CAD software. The created model provides 

insight to the gearbox construction. It is not used for further calculation or strength 

control. The Attachment 3 includes a cross-sectional drawing of the gearbox CAD model.  

2.9.13.1 INPUT SHAFTS 

An input shaft configuration is depicted in Figure 46. The first input shaft is fitted 

with the built in first gear pinion. It is fixed in the 2 needle bearings (retained by circlips) 

connected to the second input shaft and the ball bearing on the right that is attached to the 

housing located in the gearbox casing and screwed by the cap. The second input shaft is 

fitted with the second gear pinion rotating on the needle bearing and the second 

synchronizer pack connected to the shaft via involute spline. The shaft is fixed in 2 ball 

bearings attached to the housings in the gearbox casing.  

2.9.13.2 COUNTERSHAFT (OUTPUT) SHAFT 

The output shaft is fitted with the second gear wheel connected to it via involute 

spline, built in final drive pinion, the first synchronizer pack and the first gear wheel 

rotating on the needle bearings as can be seen in Figure 47. The shaft is rotating in the 

roller bearing attached to the housing in the gearbox casing on the left side and in the ball 

bearing attached to the housing and screwed by the cap. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46 – Input shafts 
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2.9.13.3 TRASNMISSION ASSEMBLY 

Transmission assembly together with the final drive is shown in the figure below.  

 
Figure 48 – Transmission assembly 

Figure 47 – Output shaft 
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2.9.13.4 TRANSMISSION CASING 

The transmission assembly is placed in the aluminum alloy (AlSi7Mg) casing, 

composed of two parts screwed together by 10 hexagon head bolts (DIN 6921) as can be 

seen in the figures below. The casing is connected to the electric motor by 8 bolts (DIN 

6921) located in the flange which as well provides room for the dual clutch assembly. On 

the opposite side, there is the casing cap in order to provide easy installation and retaining 

of the shaft bearings and the mount for the shifting mechanism. From above, the casing 

is attached to the frame of the vehicle.  

 

Figure 49 – Transmission casing – isometric view 

 
Figure 50 – Transmission casing – side view 
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CONCLUSION 

The main goal of this thesis was to design a multi-speed layshaft gearbox for a 

passenger electric vehicle. The thesis was divided into two main parts. In the first part, 

research about gearboxes in the currently available electric vehicles was conducted in 

order to find the state of art gearbox types. The results of the research indicate that the 

majority of EV manufacturers equip their vehicles with a single speed gearbox (with the 

exception of Porsche Taycan).  

After research, the vehicle parameters were selected and the specifications of the 

Chevrolet Bolt EV were used. The layout where the electric motor with the gearbox are 

mounted transversely in the front of the vehicle was chosen for the procedure. This 

powertrain configuration is suitable for single and multi-speed gearboxes. According to 

the power requirements, three traction motors (130 kW, 120 kW, 115 kW) paired with 3 

gearboxes (preliminary gear ratios) were used for software simulation.  

The software simulation of driving consisted of the 5 test procedures – 

acceleration, top speed, uphill ride, highway driving and WLTC. Thanks to the multi 

speed gearbox, the vehicle can be powered by an electric motor with a lower power output 

then the motor in the single speed one. After a review of the energy consumption data, it 

can be summarized that adding one more gear to the fixed gear gearbox reduces the 

average consumption up to 3.8 % on the highway. On the other hand, the use of three 

speed gearbox reduces consumption by only 0.5 - 0.8 % compared to the 2 speed gearbox. 

By taking into account energy consumption, weight and acquisition costs, the most 

suitable gearbox for the chosen vehicle is the two speed dual clutch gearbox. 

The proposal process started by dividing the total gear ratio between the final drive 

and the gearbox. After choosing the suitable number of teeth for every gear pair, the basic 

gear geometry was calculated. Afterwards the shaft dimensioning together with the 

bearing selection and spline proposal was done. For the determination of the service life, 

the duty cycle corresponding with the usage of this type of gearbox was created. It 

comprises of 4 cases – gear bending, gear surface, bearings and maximal torque input.  

Subsequently, the basic strength calculations – gear load capacity (bending and 

contact stress), shaft strength control, bearing life calculation and spline control was 

carried out using Ricardo SABR/Gear software. The results indicate that every 

component meets the requirements. 
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For visualization purposes, the CAD model of the gearbox that involves an 

internal gear mechanism and gearbox casing was created. The model is supplemented 

with a production drawing of the output shaft (Attachment 2) and a cross-sectional 

drawing of the gearbox (Attachment 3).  

In conclusion, all of the set tasks of this diploma thesis were fulfilled. Other 

improvements of the proposed gearbox such as optimization of the shifting mechanism 

or gearbox casing strength control were suggested for future work.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

1st gear pair load capacity calculation: 

ISO contact stress: 

 

 

ISO bending stress: 
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2nd gear pair load capacity calculation: 

ISO contact stress: 

 

 

ISO bending stress 
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Final drive gear pair load capacity calculation: 

ISO contact stress: 

The first gear engaged: 

 

 

The second gear engaged: 
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ISO bending stress: 

 

The first gear engaged:  

 

 

The second gear engaged: 

 

 

 

 


